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In case of not following the
instructions, the user may
suffer from injury or death.

This is a restriction indication.

This is an indication for not
disassembling.

This is an indication for following
properly.

This is an indication for unplugging the
power cord from the wall outlet.

In case of not following the
instructions, the user may suffer
from injury or property damage.
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1) The speed controller to set the speed of pressure  from 1 ~ 5 levels
2) LC600S, LC600D, LC600L are composed of 6 air chambers. 

That  pushes up the blood from the end of toe sequentially through 
6 air  chambers.

1) When switch ON, pressure is set as initial level and control pressure 
using up, down  button

2) LC 600D has control valve for pressure control

To avoid pain of knee, do not fold cuff during operation.

Put up the cuff on to waist instead of put down abdomen, do not put 
up breast.

For the avoid slip down, fix the cuff using by fix band.

As picture of left, there are a spare fuses in the AC jack in
the rear under power socket. Please check the power
voltage definitely before exchanging to new fuse.
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PRESSURE GAUGE
AND BUTTON

To set proper pressure by
up down button

TIME BUTTON
AND INDICATION
To set operation time
by up down button

COMPRESSION
INDICATION

To show operation mode 
with lighting

MODE
SELECTOR

To show current mode
in A, B, C, D

SPEED BUTTON

To set holding time of
pressure, 1-5 steps

START/STOP
 BUTTON

To push start/stop button
2 times, instrument is
set initial

MODE
 BUTTON

Selects compression 
mode from A,B,C,D

AND INDICATION
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Control Panel

Air Socket
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CH1, Pressure 
Gauge

Show the 
Pressure 
Value

CH1, Inflation 
Indicator

Show the 
Present
Inflating
Chamber

CH1, Mode 
Selector

To show
Current mode
in A.B

CH2, Mode 
Selector

CH2, Inflation 
Indicator

CH2, Pressure 
Gauge

CH1 Pressure 
Controller

Controls
Pressure
Value

CH1 Time 
Controller

1min or
10min
button.

CH1 Speed 
Controller

CH1 .Start, mode, 
Stop, button

1~5 Leveis
by UP/Down
button.

CH2 .Speed 
Controller

CH2 .Time 
Controller

CH2.Pressure 
Controller

CH2 .Start, mode, 
Stop, button
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Control Panel

Air Socket

LCD display

Safety Socket
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LCD Display

Control Panel

Air Socket 7~12

Air Socket 1~6
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please match same color when
insert air socket

1~6 7~12
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Cuff Knob

Zipper

Sticky Band

1 . Plug in power cord of instrument and switch on.

2. Wear the boots
wear the boots and zipper up to locker
Knob of boots should keep face each other
Push jack to boot s knob
Connect hose connector into air outlet of instrument.

Order of operation is from A to F
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Do not place the sleeve near the
sharp things such as furnaces,
needles, scissors, etc.

Do not keep the device at too
low temperature in winter
time. (It may be hardened and
damaged.)

If you wish to keep the device
for a long time, place it in its
box.

1. Operate and keep the device in clean place at normal temperature
(Temperature; 10~40 C, Humidity; 30~85%).

2. Do not use it outdoors.

All the pads are not to be repaired as consumption goods. Be always careful.

Environments For Its Operation and Custody

Keep it in the dry place where
there is no water or humidity.

Do not wash the sleeve, and
wipe it with towel tenderly.
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Product Warranty Certificate
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LEAD CARE System helps you to maintain healthy body
by promoting the blood circulation.

WON 
INDUSTRY CO.


